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Focus: to call the church to reflect the glory of the godhead in their
corporate worship as they maintain distinct gender roles so that
God would delight in our worship and the world might see God
rightly in the life and worship of the church.
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• Read 1 Cor. 11.2-16. What is your initial reaction to this passage?
What is most confusing? Have you ever seen anyone who wore a
headcovering to church? What was your reaction to that?
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Serving Sizes

• In verses 3-6, what is the significance of the headcovering? What
does it represent? What is the consequence of not following this
practice?
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• List all the various reasons Paul advances for women wearing
headcoverings in this passage. Which ones seem most significant
for us today?
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• Read the following verses and discuss what the significance of
Christ as head of the man and the man as head of the woman is?
Eph. 1.22, 23; 4.15, 16; 5.22-28 What does it mean that Christ is
the head of man? and man the head of woman?
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• Ladies, how would you personally apply the principles of this
passage? would you wear a headcovering of some sort? or is
there another way you can best honor your spiritual head in
worship?
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Men, what would your application from this passage be?
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